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Considered problem is a particular case of the entropy technology application: http://kasianovv.wixsite.com/entropyofpreferences/thematics (​http:​/​​/​kasianovv.wixsite.com​/​entropyofpreferences​/​thematics​). It is going about an investigation of active systems [1]. The core element of the subjective analysis theory [1-6] helped in solving a long range of engineering problems [7-170].
The paper was originally submitted to the 2nd Aviation and Space Congress – KLiK 2019 Kielce-Cedzyna, 18 – 20 September 2019, https://www.klik.edu.pl/program.php?lang=eng (​https:​/​​/​www.klik.edu.pl​/​program.php?lang=eng​), however it has not been published for some organizational and financial reasons.
The model proposed to describe the dynamic process of an aircraft crew member (a vessel crew member, maintenance staff and similar) selection, by an airline holder (ship-owner, crewing company etc.), is recursive:
	,	(1)
where  – preferences  of the th alternative  at the time ; , , , – cognitive coefficients; , ,  – ratings  in accordance to the preferences  and utilities  of the th alternative  at the time .
For the ratings (likewise (1))
	.	(2)
Results of simulation are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
In the studied case (1) and (2), , , . The influence of the utilities change, due to the tests at the moment of time , upon the preferences, ratings, and entropies can be traced in the diagrams pictured in Figures 1 and 2. The utilities relate to the candidates’ qualifications and competences demonstrated.  if  and  otherwise.






Figure 1. Ratings and preferences dynamics with the tests changing the utilities
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